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GUEST AUTHOR KENT NERBURN
In November 2019, the Language & Literature Division in
collaboration with the Kucera Center for Catholic Thought,
Honors Program, and Academic Dean’s Office, hosted Guest
Author Kent Nerburn. Nearly 60 Loras and community members
attended his afternoon presentation and over 90 attended his
evening lecture.

coming due, and links to any additional resources students
will need. Every Thursday I hold a 30-minute Zoom call
where the students and I check in on each other. Students
have an opportunity to talk about how they are coping, I
make announcements, explain upcoming material, and
answer students’ questions. This Zoom call is recorded so
any students who aren’t able to attend can watch the video at
their convenience. So far this arrangement has been flexible
enough to adjust to students’ variable schedules while also
creating touch-points for personal interaction. We also use
Zoom for conferencing about group projects and
conversations with guest speakers.
Bill Jablonsky: We're doing the all-class workshops in
Fiction Writing and Screenwriting synchronously on Zoom,
because real-time feedback and reactions are very beneficial.
Also it restores a sense of normalcy in these abnormal times.
(On a secondary note, I also admit I like seeing everyone,
even if it's just on a screen.)

Nerburn is best known for his work respectfully bridging
Native and non-Native cultures. He is author of the trilogy Neither
Wolf Nor Dog;The Wolf at Twilight; and The Girl Who Sang to
the Buffalo and other works about Native American culture and
spirituality.
His visit to Loras College was coordinated by Dr. Kevin
Koch of the English program and Dr. Katrina Ferren-Eller of
Communication & Fine Arts.

ENGLISH FACULTY TEACHING ONLINE
In response to the devastating coronavirus of Spring 2020,
Loras College, like most colleges and universities, cancelled faceto-face classes about midway through the semester and shifted to
online teaching. Following is a snapshot of how the English
faculty continued working with their students.

Will Kanyusik: This year, students enrolled in the Ireland
Study Abroad Program, directed by Dr. Will Kanyusik, had
the opportunity to visit various historical and cultural sites in
Dublin and rural Ireland as a part of their studies in Irish
literature and culture. Although their time abroad was cut
short by the Coronavirus crisis, the students were still able to
see sites of interest such as Kilmainham Gaol in Dublin and
the Cliffs of Moher in County Claire, and spent a weekend
touring the Village of Dingle on Ireland’s southwest Atlantic
coast. They are continuing their studies remotely now that
they have returned home. Recently, students shared written
reflections on finding their own personal Irish “Thin Place,” a
space of contemplation often found in natural settings where
one is “jolted out of old ways of seeing the world,” and are
working on literary analysis essays focused on the works of
Irish writers such as Maria Edgeworth, James Joyce, W.B.
Yeats, and George Bernard Shaw. The students have
explored topics related to the literature together in Zoom
sessions, and will each be completing a final multimedia
project combining digital photography and reflective writing
to create virtual tours of the sites they visited while abroad.

Naomi Clark: I have created weekly and semi-weekly modules
on eLearn so that students can see at a glance everything they
need for each week of class. Each module contains the reading
assignments, writing prompts, drop boxes for assignments
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Kevin Koch: My students were generally not available for
synchronous (real-time) meetings once they returned home, so I
developed several methods of asynchronous class delivery. In
my Creative Nonfiction workshop, students distributed their
drafts via email, a Discussion Leader wrote questions to be
considered, and we all offered online feedback to the authors. In
Nature of Ireland and The Driftless Area, students responded to
online discussion questions, gave class presentations through
audio PowerPoints, wrote discussion questions, and offered
feedback to other’s first drafts. I typically introduced each class
period with a Zoom video and a recapping of the previous day’s
discussion, and I keep an open Zoom meeting each class session
that students can join live if they have questions or want to
discuss a certain element of the day’s lesson. We are using Zoom
video-conferencing for Thesis Defenses as well.

Jim Pollock: I used Microsoft Teams in all my courses for
scheduling and holding many individual videoconferences, for
conducting online chats with students, and for student-led
discussion forums. I liked how I could post YouTube videos in
the discussion forums featuring scenes from film productions of
Shakespeare’s plays to illustrate the points I was making. I also
used Flipgrid (embedded in Microsoft Teams) for workshops
and presentations of various kinds. Flipgrid is a simple platform
that enabled me and my students to make short videos for things
like presentations and dramatic performances (in Shakespeare)
and workshop readings and feedback (in Advanced Poetry
Writing). Flipgrid has most of the advantages of human
connection while still being very flexible so students can access
it when it is convenient for them. I used Google docs for some
things, too, like scheduling certain presentations, and posting
students’ written work to Flipgrid. I still used eLearn for some
things, as well, like posting links to resources, conducting
exams, and sending group e-mails to my classes.
Susan Stone: In all of my classes, I am doing eLearn discussion
forums, using Zoom meetings and chat, recording videos using
Movie Maker and YouTube, and making voiced PowerPoints.
I’m going to try FlipGrid and Screen-Cast-o-Matic soon, and in
ENG 253: Native Voices, I am also having students listen to
readings of Indigenous stories and poetry online and do tribal
research for their upcoming "Personal Mythology Podcasts." In
addition to the above in "Native Voices, Native Lives," I am
incorporating Skype and Zoom class discussions and interviews
with tribal experts, storytellers, and museum curators from the
Cherokee, Ho-Chunk, Aleut, Kiowa, Winnebago, Creek, and
Ojibwe tribes, as well as with a Hawaiian Native. These video
interviews are a creative way to help students gather background
information for their "Lived Lives" critical papers, each of which
will be on a different tribe. Students are loving these "mini
lectures" and our honored guests, and they are really enjoying
learning about traditional tribal stories and cultures in nontraditional ways.

Erin VanLaningham: Dr. VanLaningham has been exploring the
resources of the British Library on-line, recently having students
in her Romantic Age course review images and documents from
the British colonial sugar trade in Jamaica and Antigua, and then
discuss literature about the slave trade through that lens. Many
Romantic age themes—ranging from the influence of nature on
the human mind, social isolation in the large country houses of the
aristocracy, and the role of science intersecting with the divine—
make our study of early nineteenth century literature more
relevant than ever before. Reading Frankenstein during quarantine
is a particularly insightful experience.

DR. KANYUSIK DIRECTS LORAS COLLEGE
IRELAND STUDY ABROAD PROGRAM
In spring of 2020, Dr. Will Kanyusik served as Faculty
Director for Loras' Ireland Study Abroad program, accompanying
nine students overseas as they studied Irish literature, culture, and
history. During their time abroad, the students lived with host
families located in Dublin, and attended classes at IADT (Institute
of Art, Design, and Technology) in Dun Laoghaire, a coastal
suburb of the City of Dublin.
During their time living in Ireland, the students completed
internships with various businesses and non-profit organizations
in Dublin and took three courses, two taught by Dr. Kanyusik and
a third of their choosing with a faculty member from IADT. In
preparation for directing the study abroad semester, Kanyusik
designed a new literature course called “Decolonizing Otherness:
Narratives of Self and Nation in Modern and Contemporary Irish
Literature.” This course covered works of Irish literature drawn
primarily from the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, and
featured writers such as Maria Edgeworth, William Butler Yeats,
James Joyce, and Eavan Boland. Kanyusik notes that he was
particularly thrilled to have the opportunity to teach his favorite
collection of short stories, Joyce’s Dubliners, in the city in which
the work is set.
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Kanyusik’s second class, “City as Text,” an experiential
study of Dublin and its history, included tours of important
cultural landmarks like Glasnevin Cemetery, Kilmainham Gaol,
and Trinity College. The students also visited sites referenced in
famous works of Irish literature, including Sweny’s Pharmacy in
Dublin’s City Center, the setting of one of the early scenes in
James Joyce’s novel Ulysses, which is now run as a small
museum dedicated to the author and his impact on the culture of
Ireland. Here, the students participated in a reading of several
stories from Dubliners and were treated to a performance of
several Irish folk songs by the museum proprietor.
As a part of the program,
Dr. Kanyusik and the students also
traveled on a number of excursions
to different sites in rural Ireland,
including a day trip to the Cliffs of
Moher in County Clare, and a
weekend spent touring the village
of Dingle on Ireland’s southwest
Atlantic coast, where they explored
the rugged and scenic coastline,
saw prehistoric Irish “beehive
huts,” and spent time meeting and
feeding some friendly lambs at a
local farm.
Although the group’s time abroad was cut short by the
Coronavirus crisis in mid-March, the students and Dr. Kanyusik
continued their studies upon returning to the United States by
moving the courses online for the remainder of the spring
semester. In this way, students reflected on their travels and
continued sharing their insights into Irish culture, discussing short
essays they wrote about finding their own Irish “thin place,” a
term for “locales where the distance between heaven and earth
collapses” and where, in the words of Eric Weiner, we are
momentarily “jolted out of old ways of seeing the world.” 1
In their short essays on this topic, students variously
described encountering thin places during a hike along a cliff walk
at Howth on the Irish coast, walking along the Dingle Harbor and
a beach near the town of Rossnowlagh in County Donegal, and
even in the meditative hum of a busy Dublin coffee shop. For both
Kanyusik and the students traveling abroad with him in spring of
2020, their time
spent in Ireland
was truly a
transformative
experience, and
one they will
never forget.

DR. AUGE DEVELOPS NORTHERN IRELAND
“REACTING TO THE PAST” IN SPRING 2020
SABBATICAL
During the spring semester of 2020, I was fortunate enough
to be awarded a sabbatical. So far, it’s been a very bifurcated
experience: before and after the Covid epidemic. Throughout
January and February, I worked on the main project for the
sabbatical: the development of a Reacting to the Past game (the
basis of our own Democracy & Global Diversity) focused on the
Northern Ireland Peace Accord of 1998. As part of that project, I
and my co-author and former colleague John Burney ventured to
Ireland where on March 6th we did a trial run of the game at the
Institute of Art, Design, and Technology at Dun Laoghaire, the
site of our Dublin study abroad program. A great group of Loras
and IADT students and faculty participated. It was an energetic
and productive session for all of us. Little did we realize that in
just a week all the colleges and universities in Ireland would be
shut down and that the Loras students and their faculty director,
my English Department colleague Will Kanyusik would suddenly
and sadly have their Irish experience cut short.
After a venture into Northern Ireland to do further research
for the Peace Accord game, John and I returned home on
March 12, just in the nick of time. Since then, I’ve been selfisolating. I’m continuing to work on the Peace Accord project and
hope to develop a conference paper on Seamus Heaney into an
article. But as I’m sure is the case with many of you, it’s hard to
concentrate on academics during a pandemic.

Workshop at Institute of Art, Design, and Technology at Dun Laoghaire

1

Weiner, Eric. “Thin Places: Where Heaven and Earth Come Closer.” New
York Times, 9 March, 2012.
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MONICA SHAFFER (’14) PRESENTS AT
ENGLISH HOMECOMING BREAKFAST

Special thanks to Monica Shaffer ('14), our Loras College
English Homecoming Breakfast speaker, for sharing her story
about her work in social justice aiding women in crisis,
immigrants, and others in need since her graduation from Loras
just five years ago. She attributes much of her ability to work in
this field to being an English major--learning to be creative and
learning to understand the human heart.
Our program also included a memorial to recently-deceased
poet and Loras English alum Dennis Schmitz ('59). Schmitz's
poetry accolades include the Shelley Memorial Award for
Distinguished Achievement, Guggenheim & National
Endowment for the Arts Fellowship awards, and being named the
first poet laureate of Sacramento, CA. Participants from the
English Homecoming Breakfast read several of Dennis' poems
and shared personal stories of personal encounters with the poet
and his work.

ENGLISH DEPARTMENT AWARDS
We are delighted to announce the recipients of the 2019-2020
Loras College English Awards for our senior majors:
Bauerly-Roseliep Scholarship - Given to the senior English
majors who best demonstrate exemplary work in creative writing
and literary analysis:

• Caroline Breitbach
• Laura Iunghuhn
Lehner Award for Future English Teachers - Given to
promising English-Education teachers:
• Erin Cain
• Emma Deutsch
• Kayla McKendry
John and Kathryn Tigges Creative Writing Scholarship Given to a standout student in Creative Writing:
• Molly MacDuff
Congratulations to our English seniors!

LORAS ENGLISH MAJORS AGAIN WIN
NATIONAL DES WRITING HONORS
Congratulations to Loras English graduates Alex Kruse (’19)
and Madison Tolley (’19) as winners in the Delta Epsilon Sigma
National Undergraduate Writing Competition! Alex won first
place for his Critical Analysis Essay “Resurrecting Value:
Preserving Residual Culture Within Paula Meehan’s Poetry.”
Madison tied for second place in Poetry for her poem “On the
Pier in Boca Raton.”
Alex’s and Madison’s success also marks the 27th
consecutive year in which Loras College students have won First
or Second Place, or Honorable Mention, in one or more genres of
the DES national writing competition.
Congratulations to Alex and Madison!

Alex Kruse (’19)

Madison Tolley (’19)

ENGLISH LITERATURE CAPSTONE PROJECT
By Emma Deutsch (’20)
The entire Literature Capstone project and presentation
process is simply one of the most fulfilling experiences that I had
throughout my college career. Not only does it challenge the skills
that you have been building and strengthening throughout the past
three years, but it allows you to delve deep within a specific novel,
poem, author, or theme that you are most interested in. From that
point on, you conduct an immense amount of research in order to
create a very compelling, informative, and analytical piece of
literary criticism, which enables you to contribute to and continue
an educational conversation with other scholars that might have
begun years before you were even born.
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CASSIE BUSCH (’17) WINS NATIONAL AWARD

However, you are not solely focused on your own Capstone
essay, but rather actively collaborating with and challenging your
peers. There are many sessions of peer review where you have the
opportunity to grow with and better those who have been with you
since the very first Literary Studies course. Finally, you are
fortunate enough to celebrate the hard work and accomplishments
of the semester by presenting your essay topics to the college
community with the support of faculty and peers. Although the
Capstone project is a great deal of work, it is an overwhelmingly
fulfilling experience that demonstrates and celebrates the
immense achievements of the Senior English Literature students.

Loras College Creative Writing graduate Cassie Busch ('17),
won a national second place award for her poem, "St. Theresa's,"
in the "Best of the Best" series from plainchina, a national
undergraduate magazine that republishes the best work from
college undergraduate literary magazines across the country.
Cassie's poem originally appeared in Loras' 2017 Limestone
Review, and was part of her Creative Writing thesis.

Congratulations to our Capstone presenters!

THESIS SEMINAR READING
On Tuesday, Dec. 9, Loras College Language and Literature
held its annual Thesis Seminar reading. Students read excerpts
from their nearly-completed thesis drafts in poetry, fiction, and
creative nonfiction. Professor William Jablonsky was instructor of
the Seminar this year, and he as well as Professors Kevin Koch
and Jim Pollock served as thesis advisors to individual students.

WORKS SELECTED FOR NATIONAL
PUBLICATION – SARAH MUELLER (’19)
Congratulations to Ms. Sarah Mueller (’19) upon learning
that two of her works from the 2019 Limestone Review will be
republished in the national undergraduate literary journal, plain
china. The two works selected for republication are:
• “Not Above the Knee” (creative nonfiction)
• “Sticky Air” (fiction)
Sarah joins a growing number of Loras College English
majors and recent graduates whose work has been selected for
national publication in recent years.

LIMESTONE REVIEW
The 2019 Limestone Review,
Loras College's literary/scholarly
journal, featured Best-of-Genre
winners:
• Caroline Breitbach (Fiction)
• Madison Tolley (Poetry)
• Sarah Mueller (Creative
Nonfiction)
• Alex Kruse (Scholarly
Essay)
Alex’s essay won first place in
the Delta Epsilon Sigma National
Undergraduate Writing Competition,
and Madison’s poetry tied for second
place.

Front: Laura Iunghuhn, Molly MacDuff, Caroline Breitbach,
Daniel Charland, Amber Hamm, and Audrey Peterson.
Back: Dr. Will Kanyusik, Dr. Kevin Koch, Shamari Scott,
Seth Biedrzycki, Prof. William Jablonsky, Jacob Richert,
Connor Halbmaier, and Dr. James Pollock.
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2019 CATFISH CREEK
The 2019 edition of Catfish Creek, Loras College’s national
undergraduate literary magazine was overseen by the editorial
board consisting of:
• Editor in Chief
Kayla Thompson ('19)
• Fiction Editor
Laura Iunghuhn ('20)
• Poetry Editor
Caroline Breitbach ('20)
• Nonfiction Editor
Molly MacDuff ('20)
• Faculty Advisor
Prof. William Jablonsky
Student editors solicit, review,
select, edit, and publish
undergraduate submissions from
across the country.

CAROLINE BREITBACH (’20) WINS
RECHENMACHER CREATIVITY AWARD
Each year Loras College awards the Roger Rechenmacher
Award for Creativity to a student who excels in areas such as
creative writing, theatre, film, music, art, and graphic design.
This year’s winner is Caroline Breitbach (’20), an English:
Creative Writing and Media Studies double major who has
excelled in several of these areas.
Caroline has had some combination of fiction, poetry,
and scholarly essays published in The Limestone Review each of
her years at Loras: 2017, 2018, 2019, and 2020. Her fiction story
“Drop-Offs” won first place in the Delta Epsilon Sigma National
Undergraduate Writing Competition in 2019.
Professor William Jablonsky
writes, “Caroline’s work is bold
and adventurous, while still
remaining grounded in some
semblance of reality. ‘Drop-offs,’
her first story, was one in which
she pointed a finger at unrealistic
expectations of adoptive parents;
‘Best In Show’ places the
objectification of women into a
surreal context; and ‘A Real Boy’
looks at child abuse through a
fantastic, yet familiar sense. It
has, in fact, been quite some time
since I had a student able to employ metaphor that well and that
pointedly.”
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The Rechenmacher Award is often given to students whose
creative work crosses a number of genres and outlets. Caroline
has also written several screenplays and used them to shoot short
films. “A Love Affair In Brief” is both clever and funny, and has
both strong characters and a tightly-focused structure. “Sliced,”
another of her short works, is the story of a rekindled relationship
against a darkly-funny backdrop involving murder and
dismemberment.
Caroline is also a member of the Loras Players and DuProv.
She’s been in most of the theatrical productions over her last three
and a half years here and is the current president of the Guild of
St. Genesius. Caroline is also an active contributor to creative life
beyond Loras, in that this is her third year as an editor for Catfish
Creek, the national literary journal published by the English
program.

MISSISSIPPI RIVER LORE & LEGACY
IS PART OF NEW CURRICULUM
Loras College adopted a new general education curriculum
beginning with the First-Year class of Fall 2019, and several
English professors converted existing courses or developed new
courses for the roll-out. One new course was Dr. Kevin Koch’s
ENG 240: Mississippi River Lore & Legacy, designed to fit in the
general education category of Creativity, Aesthetics, & Design.

Biology Professor Dr. Tom Davis introduces Dr. Kevin Koch’s
“Mississippi River Lore & Legacy” students to shoreline habitats along
the Mississippi River.

The Mississippi course, like all in the category, was designed
to be multi-disciplinary. From the English perspective, students in
the course studied, read, and wrote about the river in the genre of
creative nonfiction. But the course involved plenty of History,
Archaeology, Geology, and Environmental Science as well.
Loras Biology Professor Dr. Tom Davis was a collaborating
instructor, and led the students on two Biology-focused field trips
to the river. A third excursion was to the National Mississippi
River Museum & Aquarium.
The course is also part of the newly approved
interdisciplinary minor in Sustainability Studies.
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ENGLISH FACULTY NOTES
Andrew Auge, Ph.D., Professor of English: Before my
sabbatical in the spring, I spent the fall semester teaching a
familiar array of courses: Modern Irish Literature and Culture,
Literature of Oppression and Resistance, Literary Criticism.
However, there was one addition to my usual repertoire: the new
Engaging Diversity course, which as the first component of the
revised First Year Experience program, replaced the previous
Modes of Inquiry course. My Engaging Diversity course focused
on the controversy surrounding the Standing Rock protests in
2016 against the Dakota Access Pipe Line that crossed the
Missouri River just north of the Standing Rock Lakota
reservation, thereby threatening the water supply of the
reservation as well as many other downstream communities. The
students read various accounts of the Standing Rock protests and
watched a compelling documentary “Awake: A Dream from
Standing Rock.” We then engaged in an extensive exploration of
the history of Euro-American oppression of Indians from
Columbus onward. The students frequently remarked on how little
of this dark history they knew. The highlight of the course was the
visit of Kent Nerburn to our class in early November. The author
of a well-known trilogy about his encounters with a Lakota elder,
Nerburn spoke gently yet forcefully to the students about the
lessons he had garnered from his many years spent among the
Lakota and Ojibway. When I asked the students in a follow-up
discussion what they thought about Nerburn’s lecture, one of them
indicated that it had transformed how he understood his
relationship to the earth. For their final project, the students
worked in groups to explore issues related to the Standing Rock
protests, including indigenous environment movements in the
Amazon and the sex trafficking of indigenous women at the man
camps associated with oil pipelines. Lastly, I think my students
would be pleased to know that in late March a federal judge ruled
in favor of the Standing Rock tribe’s legal challenge to the Dakota
Access Pipe Line. For the time being at least, the thousands of
protestors at Standing Rock have won.
Naomi Clark, Ph.D., Asst. Professor of English and Director of
the Writing Center: This year my grant writing class continued
our on-going collaboration with St. Mark Youth Enrichment by
writing grant proposals on behalf of the organization’s summer
and after-school programs for children in the Dubuque area. Our
partnership with St. Mark Youth Enrichment provides students
valuable experience in dealing with the demands of writing for
audiences outside the classroom and offers personal rewards
beyond just a good grade. In my Engaging Communities class
(second semester of the new first year general education
curriculum), students conducted visual analysis of photographs in
the Klauer Collection, a collection of hundreds of well-preserved
photographs of people at work in Dubuque in 1912. Although
plans to present on community-based learning at Loras at the
Minnesota Writing and English Conference were cancelled in
March, I look forward to attending the International Writing
Across the Curriculum Conference in Ft. Collins, Colorado in
June.

William Jablonsky, MFA, Assoc. Professor of English:
As usual, it’s been a pretty eventful year. I had the privilege of
overseeing ten outstanding seniors in the Thesis Seminar class and
getting to see all sorts of fine work that isn’t fiction, hosting the
thesis reading wherein they all shared their work with their friends
and families. It’s also been a year of disappointments, most
notably the cancellation of my Revision, Editing, and Publishing
J-term, and more importantly, switching to all-online instruction
for the remainder of the spring semester. It saddens me that I
won’t get to see our seniors again until the late commencement
ceremony…but it also leaves something to look forward to.
Luckily, technology has caught up with many of our needs, and
I’ve been running my creative writing classes (Fiction Writing
and Screenwriting) as Zoom meetings. While it can’t replace the
magic of in-person instruction, it’s still a chance to give and
receive real-time feedback and, on a lesser but still important note,
my students and I get to see each other regularly and inject a bit of
normalcy into these abnormal times. I’ve also been doing the final
prep work for my forthcoming story collection, Feral Boy Meets
Girl, which is set to be published through Unsolicited Press in
October 2020. It will be available as a printed book, e-book, and
as an audiobook through Audible.

Will Kanyusik, Ph.D., Assoc. Professor of English:
Dr. Kanyusik’s academic year was eventful, filled with
stimulating classroom experiences and international travel. In the
fall, Dr. Kanyusik taught his Modern and Contemporary Drama
course, which features plays written by John Logan, Lillian
Hellman, August Wilson, and David Rabe, an award-winning
playwright and alum of the Loras College English Program. He
also taught a section of Loras' new first semester first-year course
Engaging Differences, which focused on cultural representations
of disability. In the spring semester, Kanyusik had the opportunity
to direct Loras' Ireland Study Abroad Program. In this capacity, he
taught two courses: “City as Text,” an experiential study of the
City of Dublin and its surrounding environs, and “Decolonizing
Otherness,” a course on modern and contemporary Irish literature.
Nine students joined Dr. Kanyusik, touring sites in Dublin and the
surrounding Irish countryside, and spent a weekend in the village
of Dingle on Ireland’s southwest Atlantic coast. In the coming
year, Kanyusik will begin a term as the faculty director of the
First-Year Experience program, overseeing the administration of
Loras' first-year course sequence, and is excited for this new
leadership opportunity.
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Kevin Koch, Ph.D., Professor of English: Dr. Koch continued
doing readings and workshops connected to his recent book The
Thin Places: A Celtic Landscape from Ireland to the Driftless. He
also has two new essays that have been accepted for
anthologies: “Diesart in the Driftless” was published in Contours:
a Literary Landscape (Driftless Writing Center, 2020), and “Lake
Itasca, the Mississippi River Headwaters, and the Wisconsin
Driftless” is slated to be included in The Northern Midwest and
the US-Canadian Borderlands: Essays on a Lost Region
(Michigan State University Press, 2020). Dr. Koch continues to
write short outdoors pieces for local newspapers as well. Dr. Koch
developed and taught two new courses in 2019-2020, both of
them for the new general education program at Loras:
1) Mississippi River Lore & Legacy, and 2) The Midwest
Driftless Area. Like all of his Loras colleagues, he had to shift his
teaching to online formats for the 2nd half of the spring semester
due to the coronavirus. He missed seeing his students face-to-face
in the classroom.

Susan Stone, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English: Dr. Stone
returned to full-time teaching this fall, and particularly enjoyed
the challenge of instructing two courses new to her. The first,
ENG 210: Literary Studies, allowed her the privilege of working
with new majors, and the second, ENG 253: Native Voices,
Native Lives, was an entirely online course taught as part of the
CIC/ICCA (Council of Independent Colleges/Iowa Catholic
Colleges) Online Learning in the Humanities Consortium. For this
new interdisciplinary Gen Ed class, which really prepared her well
for the late-spring shift to all-online course delivery, Dr. Stone
attended multiple workshops and collaborated with grant
recipients from five other institutions. In addition to the above and
teaching her standard American literature and writing courses,
Dr. Stone revived the Loras Literary Society, coached the Loras
Rugby team, and had two essays on Mary Wilkins Freeman
feminism and ecocriticism accepted for publication. This summer,
she will be working on a YA book series proposal about early
Native American Catholic leaders.

James Pollock, Ph.D., Professor of English and Creative
Writing: Dr. Pollock was awarded the £1000 ($1289) Editors'
Prize in the Magma Poetry Competition in the U.K. His winning
poem, “Goose Neck Lamp,” is forthcoming in Magma, a British
poetry journal, and he has been invited to read it at the Prize
reading at the Poetry Café in London at a future date. A new book
of his poems, Durable Goods, is forthcoming in or around Fall
2022 from Véhicule Press/Signal Editions in Montreal, Canada.
So far, a dozen poems from the manuscript have been published
or are forthcoming in journals in Canada, the U.S, and the U.K.,
including Plume, Event, Geist, The Humber Literary Review,
Contemporary Verse 2, and Painted Bride Quarterly. Two of the
poems will also be read and discussed by the editors in an
upcoming episode of the Painted Bride Quarterly Slush Pile
podcast, which is based in Philadelphia. Dr. Pollock is also cochair, with Dr. VanLaningham, of the current English Program
Review; their initial 177-page self-study report, to which all the
English faculty contributed, was highly praised this year by the
Academic Dean and the Academic Council in their preliminary
review, not least because they were impressed by the quality and
achievements of the English program as a whole.

Erin VanLaningham, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English:
This year has been very significant for scholarship—I presented at
MLA with colleagues on our book project Dwelling in Possibility:
Cultivating Vocation through Literary Studies and I was awarded
a sabbatical for the fall 2020 to complete the book. My article on
Honors education and vocational exploration was published in
January, and most significantly, I was named the Director of the
Scholarly Resources Project for NetVUE—the Network for
Vocation in Undergraduate Education. This new position means I
will be convening a group of scholars over the next two years
around the theme of “Vocation, Work and the Common Good” to
produce scholarship regarding the ways we talk about “success”
with undergraduates. Luckily, this means I’ll be able to stay at
Loras as an English department faculty member half time during
the project. Teaching has been rewarding—especially my new
course Irish Women’s Writing, where we got to read Edna
O’Brien’s trilogy (beginning with Country Girls) and also discuss
the Netflix series “Derry Girls.” My family was able to spend a
week in Barcelona during January, where we took a Spanish
cooking class, saw Messi play for FC Barcelona at Camp No, and
toured inspiring Gaudi buildings.
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ALUMNI NOTES
Edward Rielly (’66)
I retired recently after forty years at Saint Joseph’s College in
Maine, where for many years I chaired the English Department
and later created and directed our Writing and Publishing major.
In retirement, I continue to write a great deal. My most recent
books are Beautiful Lightning: Spiritual Poems in a Difficult
World (Resource Publications, an imprint of Wipf and Stock,
2019) and A Bed of Geraniums: Tanka Poems (Encircle
Publications, 2019). I also am busy with gardening (over three
hundred varieties of hostas), our local food pantry, a lot of parish
activities, and great family time.
Valorie (Broadhurst) Woerdehoff (’82) received an Honorable
Mention in the Foreign Language Category (English and French)
for a haiku of hers submitted to the Soka Matsubara International
Haiku Competition sponsored by Soka City, Japan. The
competition drew 200 foreign language writers who submitted a
total of 637 entries. She also has had others of her short poems
and related forms published in Modern Haiku, Haiku Canada
Review, Blithe Spirit, Mayfly, Frogpond, Autumn Moon, Presence,
Ribbons, Hedgerow Vines, and Acorn literary journals, and the
Haiku Society of America Member Anthology and the Turtle
Light ebook Anthology. In addition, one of her pieces was
published in the Snapshot Press 2020 Haiku Calendar. She
presented a poetry workshop at the Shalom Spirituality Center in
Dubuque in February and was interviewed for the Carnegie-Stout
Library’s Poetry Month podcast in April. Her book, Tsugigami,
co-authored with Connie Meester, was awarded First Place in
Haiku Canada’s inaugural Marianne Blugar Book Awards. Most
recently she served as Interim Director of Marketing at Loras
from February until July of this year.

Hilary (Hahn) Naab (’06)
Hilary has been employed as the Cedar Rapids Branch Librarian
for the U.S. Court of Appeals – Eighth Circuit since November
2009. Hilary and U.S. District Judge C.J. Williams have been
writing and editing the History of the United States District Court
for the Northern District of Iowa, 2000 – 2018 (forthcoming
summer 2020). In August 2019, Hilary opened her own business
Studio No. 7 LLC, where she teaches Buti Yoga and DEEP, offers
Reiki sessions, and hosts healing workshops. In December 2019
Hilary and Melissa Wolken created their Marvelous Me My
Mantra deck©, a deck of 48 I AM statements. The deck is printed
locally and may be purchased by emailing
mymantradeck@gmail.com. In March 2020, Hilary and Melissa
launched their podcast The Old Farmer Sez. The podcast centers
on planting positivity and cultivating conversations with farm-totable topics that connect people in an organic, fresh, and
nourishing way during this season of transformation. The Old
Farmer Sez is available on major listening platforms like Spotify,
Google Podcasts, and more. Please join The Old Farmer Sez
Facebook group to stay informed of new episodes and more.
Alissa Kocer (‘07)
I am working as a communications strategist in the Duke
University School of Medicine for several units that focus on
genome sciences. My husband and I welcomed our first child Andrea Marceline - on September 5, 2019.

Gina (Chapman) Burkart (’94)
The past year has been exciting, as I became a grandmother. Our
son Adam and his wife Nicole had Bennett Christopher on May 2,
2019. This Spring, Steve and I will celebrate having all three
children graduated from college and 27 years of
marriage! Professionally, I have been writing and researching
about meta-cognition and have been invited to be a consultant and
collaborator for the journal Improve with Metacognition. The
journal is publishing five of my articles this year. In the fall, I will
begin my 8th year at Clarke University as the Learning Specialist
and instructor of literature and college success courses. I also
teach at Southwest Tech as an adjunct instructor of online writing
courses. In my spare time, I like to paint, watch the birds, and hike
with Steve and our three dogs (Oliver--Lab; Theo--German
Shepherd; Carter--Shorkie).
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